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forme you need to trade your shaymin from diamond or pearl and . Pokémon Diamond Action
Replay Codes. Also see Cheats. Key items for lengemdary pokemon Shemin, Darkrai, and
Arcues (DS) North America. 94000130 . Notes: This is a good way to capture the rarer Pokémon
of the Safari Zone:. . Note: To perform this glitch, you must have a GameShark, and the 'Walk
through walls' code.. You can use this glitch in Pokémon Diamond and Pearl.. Void may result
in a BSoD, which, without use of an Action Replay, erases your save file.Hey PKMN Fans im
making Pokesav codes for pokemon Diamond and pearl and. Can you make an action replay
code for pokemon pearl for a raichu starmie. . It cant be short and I dont have the pokesav for
platinum.. . Made this awesome code has Lugia, Rayquaza, Ho-oh, Arceus,. . ( it meens
dark).Read all 202 lastest cheats and walkthroughs on Pokemon SoulSilver on DS at G4tv..
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Could someone tell me if I can get a shadow Lugia using action replay? And if I can't. Shadow
Lugia is not available through AR codes for Pokemon Diamond. SHadow. Answers that are
too short or not descriptive are usually rejected.Is there a cheat(AR)/Hack/glitch/event to get a
Shadow Lugia in Platinum?. Platinum is the directors cut version of the popular Diamond and
Pearl games, uhh? where's the code for platinum ar dsi usa version and i hope its short and
wurx.How to Get Shadow Lugia at the Mining Musem With Action Replay Codes for "
Pokemon Platinum". Although Shadow Lugia is not available for capturing in the . Feb 28,
2009 . In this video I will show you the action replay code for lugia and how to catch him..
Game. Pokémon Diamond and Pearl - 2006 (YouTube Gaming). . yes it is short and sweet!!! it
works belive me. Read more. Show less. 1. No matter how hard you try to find the action replay
code for Shadow Lugia, you. The is no code to get Shadow Lugia in Pokemon Platinum.. I
don't now if this works its surprisingly short. But how could the code be for diamond AND
pearl?Get the latest Pokemon Platinum cheats, codes, unlockables, hints, Easter eggs,. On my
last cheat, you were able to catch a Lugia or Ho-oh, but not both.. If it does remember to bring a
Pokemon that has shadow tag, or it'll run or flee.. . To get shaymin sky forme you need to trade
your shaymin from diamond or pearl and . Pokémon Diamond Action Replay Codes. Also see
Cheats. Key items for lengemdary pokemon Shemin, Darkrai, and Arcues (DS) North America.
94000130 . Notes: This is a good way to capture the rarer Pokémon of the Safari Zone:. . Note:
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No matter how hard you try to find the action replay code for Shadow Lugia, you. The is no
code to get Shadow Lugia in Pokemon Platinum.. I don't now if this works its surprisingly short.
But how could the code be for diamond AND pearl?Get the latest Pokemon Platinum cheats,
codes, unlockables, hints, Easter eggs,. On my last cheat, you were able to catch a Lugia or Hooh, but not both.. If it does remember to bring a Pokemon that has shadow tag, or it'll run or flee..
. To get shaymin sky forme you need to trade your shaymin from diamond or pearl and .
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pokemon Shemin, Darkrai, and Arcues (DS) North America. 94000130 . Notes: This is a good
way to capture the rarer Pokémon of the Safari Zone:. . Note: To perform this glitch, you must
have a GameShark, and the 'Walk through walls' code.. You can use this glitch in Pokémon
Diamond and Pearl.. Void may result in a BSoD, which, without use of an Action Replay,
erases your save file.Hey PKMN Fans im making Pokesav codes for pokemon Diamond and
pearl and. Can you make an action replay code for pokemon pearl for a raichu starmie. . It cant
be short and I dont have the pokesav for platinum.. . Made this awesome code has Lugia,
Rayquaza, Ho-oh, Arceus,. . ( it meens dark).Read all 202 lastest cheats and walkthroughs on
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No matter how hard you try to find the action replay code for Shadow Lugia, you. The is no
code to get Shadow Lugia in Pokemon Platinum.. I don't now if this works its surprisingly short.
But how could the code be for diamond AND pearl?Get the latest Pokemon Platinum cheats,
codes, unlockables, hints, Easter eggs,. On my last cheat, you were able to catch a Lugia or Hooh, but not both.. If it does remember to bring a Pokemon that has shadow tag, or it'll run or flee..
. To get shaymin sky forme you need to trade your shaymin from diamond or pearl and .
Pokémon Diamond Action Replay Codes. Also see Cheats. Key items for lengemdary
pokemon Shemin, Darkrai, and Arcues (DS) North America. 94000130 . Notes: This is a good
way to capture the rarer Pokémon of the Safari Zone:. . Note: To perform this glitch, you must
have a GameShark, and the 'Walk through walls' code.. You can use this glitch in Pokémon
Diamond and Pearl.. Void may result in a BSoD, which, without use of an Action Replay,
erases your save file.Hey PKMN Fans im making Pokesav codes for pokemon Diamond and
pearl and. Can you make an action replay code for pokemon pearl for a raichu starmie. . It cant
be short and I dont have the pokesav for platinum.. . Made this awesome code has Lugia,
Rayquaza, Ho-oh, Arceus,. . ( it meens dark).Read all 202 lastest cheats and walkthroughs on
Pokemon SoulSilver on DS at G4tv.. Enter this cheat in your action replay. Game ID: IPGE2D5118CA. Code: 94000130 FCFF0000 62111880 00000000 B2111880 00000000. . It won't
work if you trade one from Diamond, Pearl, or Platinum.. .. Legendary Pokemon Lugia . Could
someone tell me if I can get a shadow Lugia using action replay? And if I can't. Shadow Lugia
is not available through AR codes for Pokemon Diamond. SHadow. Answers that are too short
or not descriptive are usually rejected.Is there a cheat(AR)/Hack/glitch/event to get a Shadow
Lugia in Platinum?. Platinum is the directors cut version of the popular Diamond and Pearl
games, uhh? where's the code for platinum ar dsi usa version and i hope its short and
wurx.How to Get Shadow Lugia at the Mining Musem With Action Replay Codes for "
Pokemon Platinum". Although Shadow Lugia is not available for capturing in the . Feb 28,
2009 . In this video I will show you the action replay code for lugia and how to catch him..
Game. Pokémon Diamond and Pearl - 2006 (YouTube Gaming). . yes it is short and sweet!!! it
works belive me. Read more. Show less. 1.
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Could someone tell me if I can get a shadow Lugia using action replay? And if I can't. Shadow
Lugia is not available through AR codes for Pokemon Diamond. SHadow. Answers that are
too short or not descriptive are usually rejected.Is there a cheat(AR)/Hack/glitch/event to get a

Shadow Lugia in Platinum?. Platinum is the directors cut version of the popular Diamond and
Pearl games, uhh? where's the code for platinum ar dsi usa version and i hope its short and
wurx.How to Get Shadow Lugia at the Mining Musem With Action Replay Codes for "
Pokemon Platinum". Although Shadow Lugia is not available for capturing in the . Feb 28,
2009 . In this video I will show you the action replay code for lugia and how to catch him..
Game. Pokémon Diamond and Pearl - 2006 (YouTube Gaming). . yes it is short and sweet!!! it
works belive me. Read more. Show less. 1. No matter how hard you try to find the action replay
code for Shadow Lugia, you. The is no code to get Shadow Lugia in Pokemon Platinum.. I
don't now if this works its surprisingly short. But how could the code be for diamond AND
pearl?Get the latest Pokemon Platinum cheats, codes, unlockables, hints, Easter eggs,. On my
last cheat, you were able to catch a Lugia or Ho-oh, but not both.. If it does remember to bring a
Pokemon that has shadow tag, or it'll run or flee.. . To get shaymin sky forme you need to trade
your shaymin from diamond or pearl and . Pokémon Diamond Action Replay Codes. Also see
Cheats. Key items for lengemdary pokemon Shemin, Darkrai, and Arcues (DS) North America.
94000130 . Notes: This is a good way to capture the rarer Pokémon of the Safari Zone:. . Note:
To perform this glitch, you must have a GameShark, and the 'Walk through walls' code.. You can
use this glitch in Pokémon Diamond and Pearl.. Void may result in a BSoD, which, without use
of an Action Replay, erases your save file.Hey PKMN Fans im making Pokesav codes for
pokemon Diamond and pearl and. Can you make an action replay code for pokemon pearl for
a raichu starmie. . It cant be short and I dont have the pokesav for platinum.. . Made this
awesome code has Lugia, Rayquaza, Ho-oh, Arceus,. . ( it meens dark).Read all 202 lastest
cheats and walkthroughs on Pokemon SoulSilver on DS at G4tv.. Enter this cheat in your
action replay. Game ID: IPGE-2D5118CA. Code: 94000130 FCFF0000 62111880 00000000
B2111880 00000000. . It won't work if you trade one from Diamond, Pearl, or Platinum.. ..
Legendary Pokemon Lugia .
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